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1.

INTRODUCTION

As data volumes grow too large for manual inspection, constructing accurate models of the underlying data distribution is increasingly important. In particular, estimates for the probability distribution of a dataset form a key component of analytics tasks including
spatial visualization [16, 17, 29], statistical testing [15, 33], physical
modeling [5, 23], and density-based outlier detection [4, 19]. In
each of these use cases, density estimation serves as a common
primitive in classifying data into low and high-density regions of the
distribution [9, 10, 54]. We refer to this task as density classification.
As an example of density classification, consider the distribution
of two measurements from a space shuttle sensor dataset [34], illustrated in Figure 1a. The underlying probability distribution for
these readings—even in two dimensions—is complex: there are
several regions of high density, with no single cluster center, and a
considerable amount of fine-grained structure. A high-fidelity model
of the probability density distribution would enable several analyses.
Identifying points lying in low-density fringes of the distribution
can help identify rare operating modes of the shuttle. Computing
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Density estimation forms a critical component of many analytics
tasks including outlier detection, visualization, and statistical testing.
These tasks often seek to classify data into high and low-density
regions of a probability distribution. Kernel Density Estimation
(KDE) is a powerful technique for computing these densities, offering excellent statistical accuracy but quadratic total runtime. In this
paper, we introduce a simple technique for improving the performance of using a KDE to classify points by their density (density
classification). Our technique, thresholded kernel density classification (tKDC), applies threshold-based pruning to spatial index
traversal to achieve asymptotic speedups over naïve KDE, while
maintaining accuracy guarantees. Instead of exactly computing each
point’s exact density for use in classification, tKDC iteratively computes density bounds and short-circuits density computation as soon
as bounds are either higher or lower than the target classification
threshold. On a wide range of dataset sizes and dimensions, tKDC
demonstrates empirical speedups of up to 1000x over alternatives.
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(b) Classifying points with probability density p > 0.0003.

Figure 1: Measurements A and B (from columns 4 and 6 of the
shuttle dataset) come from a complex two-dimensional distribution.
Density classification identifies points with high probability density
in the distribution.
the contour lines that separate the clusters can illustrate constraints
on shuttle operation. Bounding the probability density of a given
point lets us assign p-values to a given observation and perform
statistical tests. Each of these tasks requires density classification,
i.e. building a model of the distribution and using it to compare a
density estimate against a threshold. Figure 1b depicts how density
classification identifies points that lie above a density threshold.
Developing accurate and efficient models for these complex distributions is difficult. Popular parametric models such as Gaussian
and Gaussian Mixture Models [6] make strong assumptions about
the underlying data distribution. When these assumptions do not
hold—as in the shuttle dataset—these methods deliver inaccurate
densities. Moreover, even when their assumptions hold, popular
parametric methods can require extensive parameter tuning. In
contrast, non-parametric methods such as Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [56], k-nearest neighbors (kNN) [43], and One-Class
SVM (OCSVM) [48] can model complex distributions with few
assumptions but are in turn much more computationally expensive.
In particular, KDE dates to the 1950s [46] and is the subject
of considerable study in statistics, offering the benefit of asymptotically approximating any smooth probability distribution [50].
Moreover, KDE provides normalized and differentiable probability
densities [52] that are useful in domains including astronomy [23]
and high-energy physics [15]. These properties make KDE ideal
for the density classification use cases outlined above. However,
when implemented naïvely, the total runtime cost of density estima-

• A fast, sample-based technique for bootstrapping density
quantiles, which tKDC uses for classification.
• An empirical evaluation of tKDC’s accuracy and runtime,
illustrating order-of-magnitude speedups over alternatives.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows: in Section 2, we
provide additional background on kernel density estimation and the
density classification task. Section 3 describes tKDC and presents a
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tion is quadratic in dataset size; calculating density estimates for a
two-dimensional dataset of only 500 thousand points takes over two
hours on a 2.9 GHz Intel Core i5 processor.
In this paper, we show that, when used in density classification,
much of the computational overhead in computing kernel density
estimates is unnecessary. We improve the performance of KDEbased density classification both asymptotically and empirically
by up to three orders of magnitude by pruning density estimation
calculations according to the target classification threshold. That is,
instead of expending computational resources computing a precise
density to be used in classification, we instead iteratively refine
bounds on the density by traversing a spatial index. We short-circuit
the density computation as soon as these bounds are above or below
the target threshold. This way, we can quickly distinguish points in
dense regions from points in sparse regions, only paying for more
precise density estimates on query points close to the threshold. This
avoids the overwhelming majority of kernel evaluations required for
density estimation while still guaranteeing classification accuracy.
To apply this idea, we develop Thresholded Kernel Density Classification (tKDC), an efficient technique for performing kernel density
classification. tKDC leverages two major observations:
First, tKDC incorporates Gray and Moore’s prior insight that
spatial kd-tree indices can be used to group points into regions, each
of which can be iteratively refined to deliver increasingly accurate
estimates [26]. This existing optimization yields an approximate
estimate within ε of the true density. tKDC takes this observation a
step further: instead of computing the true density within ε, we can
stop as long as our bound places a point above or below the classification threshold. That is, tKDC pushes the density classification
predicate into the process of approximate density calcluation. tKDC
maintains upper and lower bounds on the estimated density and stops
index traversal (i.e., kernel computations) when the bounded density
is guaranteed to be either higher or lower than the classification
threshold. This additional pruning rule yields orders-of-magnitude
savings in the number of computations required to make an accurate
classification. For d-dimensional data (d > 1), this pruning rule
asymptotically reduces the complexity of computing the density of
d−1
a single point from O(n) to O(n d ).
Second, densities can vary dramatically across datasets. Depending on the dataset, raw probability density values can differ by
orders of magnitude. Specifying an a-priori density threshold is
difficult. This leads to a chicken-and-egg problem for classification:
tKDC must estimate densities in order to pick a good classification
threshold, but estimating densities without a threshold as a guide is
expensive. To address this, we develop a sampling-based algorithm
for accurately estimating a quantile target threshold (i.e., one useful
for classifying a given proportion of the data).
We evaluate the accuracy, runtime performance, and scalability
of a tKDC prototype on a range of real-world datasets. In each case,
tKDC achieves speedups up to 1000x compared with state-of-the-art
alternative KDE approximation algorithms while providing bounds
on its accuracy.
We make the following contributions in this paper:
• tKDC, a technique for KDE density classification that uses
thresholds to prune kernel evaluations.
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(a) Probability Density Contours
from iris sepal measurements [24].
Region contours provide intuition
for biological distinctions.

(b) Distribution of Galaxy mass
across space [1, 7], probabilities
densities signify physical mass
densities.

Figure 2: Two applications of density classification
runtime analysis, Section 4 evaluates tKDC on a range of real-world
datasets, Section 5 describes related work, and Section 6 concludes.

2.

BACKGROUND AND TASK STATEMENT

In this section, we provide additional background on motivating
use-cases, formally introduce Kernel Density Estimation, and define
our target task: density classification.

2.1

Target Use Cases

When modeling a probability distribution, probability density
values are essential in enabling a number of further analyses. In
fact, in these cases, we may not need to compute the density values
themselves. Classifying whether points have densities above or
below a threshold (density classification) independently enables a
number of tasks including:
1. density-based outlier classification,
2. spatial contour visualization, and
3. density-based statistical testing.
We motivate these with example scenarios below:
Outlier Classification. Given a data distribution, we can identify any points lying in low probability-density regions as outliers.
For instance, a production engineer examining the shuttle measurement data (Figure 1a) can search for times when the shuttle
entered unusual operating modes. The measurements lying in the
low density filaments between larger clusters are natural outlier
candidates, and ground truth data confirms that most of these low
density observations in fact occurred during unusual operating states.
Probability densities have been used for similar outlier classification tasks in computer vision, fraud detection, and traffic accident
analysis [4, 19, 48, 49]. Unsupervised density-based outlier classification would be especially useful in explanation engines such as
MacroBase [3]. Section 5 provides more details on using KDE for
outlier detection compared with other methods.
Visualizing and Modeling Region Boundaries. The probability
distribution of a dataset also allows us to understand the contour
lines (i.e., level sets) that divide data points into distinct clusters and
regions. Figure 2a illustrates the distribution of sepal measurements
from a dataset of Iris flower measurements [24]: there are two dominant modes and a sparse region separating the two. For a biologist,
understanding the shape of the contour lines defining these modes
can yield valuable intuition. Scientific insights have been made possible by visualizing probability density contours to study volcanic
lava flow [5] and understand the movement patterns of migratory
whales [42]. In fact, as seen in visualization functions available in

popular Python [57] and R [20] packages, as well as visualization
research efforts [41], one of the most common motivations for modeling data probability distributions is to visualize the boundaries
of these high and low density regions. Automated procedures can
also take advantage of knowing the region boundaries to perform
clustering [16, 17] and run simulations [53].
Probability Densities for Statistics and Physics. Finally, a distribution estimate allows us to study other statistical and physical
quantities that are depend on probability densities. Figure 2b depicts a cross section of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey: a multi-band,
multi-dimensional survey of galaxy emissions [1]. Low probability density regions in this dataset have been used to successfully
identify trends in physical mass distribution [23], allowing scientists
to study for instance how galaxies formed in regions of space with
low-mass density differ in spectrum. In statistics, bounds on the
probability density also translate directly into bounds on hazard
rate [51] or log likehood ratios [50] which are used in high energy
physics classifiers [15], and there are direct statistical techniques for
translating bounded density regions into classification confidence
intervals [33].
Identifying points in low and high density regions is key to enabling the all of the above use cases, motivating the study of fast
density classification algorithms.

2.2

Density Classification

Given a dataset X with probability density estimate f (x) and
a set of query points Xq , the density classification task consists
of identifying whether f (xq ) is above or below a threshold t for
each point xq ∈ Xq . This is equivalent to the statistical level-set
identification problem, except that in our setting we seek to classify
points according to the density estimate f itself, rather than the
unobserved true distribution.
By adjusting t, density classification can serve a variety of uses.
For relatively small t, classifying points with f (xq ) < t allows us to
identify outliers, or points that lie in the least likely regions of the
distribution. For moderate t, we can estimate the shape of contour
lines. We can also adjust t to provide bounds on probability densities
for downstream statistical or physics-based tasks.
Figure 1b illustrates the results of estimating a probability distribution based on the shuttle data (Figure 1a) and then performing
density classification on possible query points in that region of space.
Points with density above the threshold are colored and those below
are left uncolored. The shape and body of the distribution are clear
from the classification contour, and these results would be valuable
for many of the use cases discussed earlier.
This strict definition of density classification is convenient but
difficult to implement efficiently. Thus, as in other fast KDE implementations [60], in this work we focus on solving an approximate
framing of the density classification problem. By approximate we
mean that classification errors are allowed for densities very close
to (i.e., within ±εt of) the threshold density t. This allows the
algorithm to avoid the expensive computations required to make
precise borderline decisions while bounding the severity of possible
misclassifications. Note that ε does not define an absolute additive
precision. Since our goal is to make classifications for different t
with possibly widely varying magnitudes, precision is defined relative to t. An absolute additive precision of εabs = 0.01 would be
unacceptably coarse for small thresholds t < ε.
This leads us to our final problem statement (Problem 1) for
approximate density classification. Our algorithm, tKDC, solves
this classification problem without explicitly computing f (xq ), and
is described in Section 3.

Problem 1 (Density Classification). Given a dataset X with KDE
f (x) and threshold t to classify query points xq ∈ Xq as:
(
HIGH when f (xq ) > t · (1 + ε)
LOW when f (xq ) < t · (1 − ε)
with undefined behavior otherwise.

2.3

Density Thresholds

Density classification as defined in Problem 1 is parameterized
by a density threshold t. In practice, raw probability densities are
relatively unwieldy: depending on the dataset size, dimensionality,
and distribution, the range of densities in a distribution varies substantially, and it is difficult to a priori set thresholds for new datasets.
Instead, it is useful to be able to specify a threshold in terms of a
probability p ∈ [0, 1]. That is, domain experts often have an idea of
what fraction of the data they would like to classify as low density
and set the threshold accordingly. Thus from this point forwards we
will work with quantile thresholds t (p) [10].
In theory we would like to define the quantile threshold t (p) to be
the point at which f (x) < t (p) with probability p. In other words, we
would ideally let t (p) = sup {t : Pr[ f (x) < t] ≤ p} as in [10]. However, since we lack access to the true underlying distribution this
t (p) is difficult to estimate and we instead define t (p) in terms of
quantiles of the observed density estimates f (x) for x ∈ X. The
authors in [10] show that for kernel density estimators this quantile
converges to the ideal t (p) hinted at above. Thus, in this work we
will define t (p) in terms of the sample quantiles.
Let the quantile function q p (S) be defined on sets of real numbers
S such that q p (S) is the (np) order statistic of S, i.e. the np-th
smallest element of S. Then, let t (p) be defined to be the p quantile
of the densities { f (x) − f0 : x ∈ X}:
t (p) := q p ({ f (x) − f0 : x ∈ X})

(1)

There is a bias here in using the same data points to train and then
evaluate a density, so to compensate we subtract out the contribution
a point in the dataset X makes to itself. The exact value of f0
depends on the estimator used.
The threshold t in density classification can be arbitrarily specicfied, but since t (p) is defined in terms of the densities f (x), it must
be computed from the data. Thus, we present an algorithm for probabilistically estimating t (p) in Section 3.5. The quantile threshold
estimation algorithm relies on sampling and thus has an adjustable
failure probability δ , but our density classification algorithm is
otherwise deterministic.

2.4

Kernel Density Estimation

Having defined density classification and the thresholds t (p) , so
introduce the kernel density estimate f which provides the densities
we use in density classification. Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)
provides a means of estimating a normalized probability density
function f (x) from a set of sample training data points X.
KDE can approximate most well-behaved arbitrary distributions
with continuous second derivative [50]. Given n data points in d
dimensions, the Mean Squared Error MSE shrinks at a rate MSE ∼
4
O(n− 4+d ). This is a powerful property: given enough data, KDE will
identify an accurate distribution. In contrast, parametric methods are
limited by their assumptions: for example, a mixture model offive
Gaussians will be unable to accurately capture distributions that
contain more than five distinct regions of high density. Other density
estimation techniques such as histograms require asymptotically
more data to achieve the same error [50], while methods like k-

X
Xq
t (p)
c(xq )
b
p
δ
ε

Role
Input
Input
Output
Output
Param
Param
Config
Config

Type

x ∈ Rd
 i
xq ∈ Rd
R
{LO, HI}
R>0
Probability
Probability
R>0

Default

1
0.01
0.01
0.01

Description
Training Dataset
Query points
Classification Threshold
Classification
Bandwidth factor
Classification rate
Failure probability
Multiplicative error

constructs a spatial index over the dataset X and computes upper
and lower bounds on the kernel density f (xq ) in order to make a
classification. tKDC takes advantage of a classic query optimization technique: predicate pushdown, in order achieve significant
speedups over naïve density estimation.

Table 1: Density Classification Task. Given X, calculate t (p) with
failure probability δ . Then for xq ∈ Xq classify c(xq ) according
to the threshold with precision ε. The main parameters are the
threshold probability p and bandwidth factor b.
nearest-neighbors classification do not provide smooth, normalized
probability distributions [52].
KDE constructs an estimate of the probability density by summing
contributions from small kernel distributions centered at each point.
That is, each point in X contributes a small amount of local density
to the overall distribution, and the probability density estimate at a
given query point xq is the sum of these contributed probabilities.
The kernel function KH controls how the density contribution of
each point in X falls off over distance: each data point contributes
more density to nearby locations. Kernel functions are parameterized by a bandwidth matrix H ∈ Rd×d that specifies how quickly
the kernel falls off along different directions. The Gaussian kernel
family given in Equation 2 leads to very smooth density estimates
and we will use them by default in this paper. The bandwidth H
here corresponds to the covariance of the Gaussian:
1 T −1
1
KH (x) =
e− 2 x H x
(2)
d/2
1/2
(2π) |H|

Given a set of n training points X = x : x ∈ Rd and Kernel function KH , the Kernel Density Estimate is then the probability density
function f (xq ) : Rd → R:

 1
(3)
f xq = ∑ KH xq − xi
n xi ∈X
For a training sample N of size n, KDE effectively acts a Gaussian
Mixture Model with n Gaussians. The main parameter in KDE
is the kernel bandwidth H. Bandwidth selection determines the
amount of smoothing performed by KDE and there are many existing techniques for choosing a bandwidth parameter [31, 44]. The
techniques in this work do not depend on specific kernel and bandwidth choices, so for simplicity we adapt standard
product kernels

with diagonal bandwidth H = diag h21 , . . . , h2d and Scott’s rule for
bandwidth selection (Equation 4) [50].
1

hi = b · n− d+4 σi

(4)

These are near-optimal choices for approximating multivariate normal distributions and serve as useful starting points for other data distributions. In Equation 4, b is a user-defined scale factor to allow for
fine-tuning the bandwidth chosen by Scott’s rule, and σi is the standard deviation of the i-th components of X, σi = std({x(i) : x ∈ X}).

3.

tKDC OVERVIEW

Overview. In this section we present our algorithm for solving the
approximate density classification problem defined in Section 2.2.
Table 1 outlines the input, output, and parameters for the density
classification task which our algorithm will address.
Our algorithm, Thresholded Kernel Density Classification (tKDC),

Bounds via Spatial Indices. A naïve computation of f (xq ) is
prohibitively expensive: it involves accumulating the kernel contributions from every point in X. Computing upper and lower bounds
instead of exact densities is much more efficient and still provides
quantifiable accuracy guarantees. tKDC computes bounds on each
density f (xq ) by making use of a spatial index over the dataset X.
This index gives us a way to group points into contiguous regions
of Rd and lets us compute the minimum and maximum density
contribution from each region. In fact, tKDC works with upper and
lower bounds fu , fl for f (xq ) instead of computing f (xq ) exactly.
Predicate Pushdown. Predicate pushdown works well when applied to these bounds. Rather than computing expensive but precise
bounds for f (xq ) only to later perform a cheap comparison with t (p) ,
we can push the threshold checks into the density computation. If
we find that fu < t (p) for instance, f (xq ) must be less than t (p) and
further computation is unnecessary for classification. We call these
predicates pruning rules. Our key insight is that, since tKDC attempts to classify points rather than estimate exact densities, points
far away from the threshold t (p) require only a coarse bound, and
resources can be invested into estimating densities near the threshold
more precisely.
Threshold Estimation. The major difficulty with using these
pruning rules to speed up density classification is that they require
knowing t (p) . t (p) is also difficult to calculate exactly since we
define it in terms of the densities of points in X. Thus, we instead
(p) (p)
calculate probabilistic upper and lower bounds tu ,tl on t (p) .
With probability 1 − δ , the true t (p) will lie within these bounds, and
we can then use these bounds to estimate t (p) to within multiplicative
error ε and perform approximate density classification.
Pseudocode. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode for tKDC
with references to subroutines we will discuss later. First tKDC
calculates probabilistic initial bounds on t (p) (BoundThreshold) and
constructs a spatial index T on X (MakeIndex). This constitutes the
training phase. Then, tKDC calculates bounds fl , fu on the densities
of each point in X (BoundDensity). These point density bounds
allow us to get a more precise estimate t˜(p) for t (p) by calculating
the p-quantile q p of Dx . Finally, for each query point xq ∈ Xq , to
classify it (Classify), we can calculate bounds on its density and
compare it with the threshold estimate t˜(p) .
In the following sections, we start by assuming that initial coarse
(p) (p)
bounds tu ,tl are provided by an oracle and discuss how bounds
on f (xq ) are computed. Subsequently, we explain how tKDC bootstraps initial coarse bounds on t (p) , discuss additional optimizations,
and analyze the runtime performance of the algorithm.

3.1

Bounds via Spatial Indices

k-d trees [47] provide a useful spatial index for computing upper
and lower bounds on the kernel density. Most kernels (including
the Gaussian) fall off rapidly with increasing distance, so grouping
neighboring points into regions allows us to calculate upper and
lower bounds on the exact density f (xq ) without explicitly evaluating each kernel. Thus, we incorporate existing techniques for using
k-d trees to evaluate kernel densities [26].
k-d Trees. A k-d tree is a binary tree index over points X ⊂
Rd . Figure 3 illustrates the first two levels of a k-d tree over 2-

Algorithm 1 tKDC: Approximate Density Classification

xq

(p) (p)

tu ,tl ← B OUND T HRESHOLD(X)
T ← MakeIndex(X)
. Construct Spatial Index
Dx ← [·]
. Density estimates for xi ∈ X
for xi ∈ X do
(p) (p)
fl , fu ← B OUND D ENSITY(T,tu ,tl , xi )
1
append(Dx , ( fl + fu ) /2 − N KH (0))
(p)
t˜ ← q p (Dx )
. Approximate threshold

dmax
0

N points
(a) Iteration 1: the root bounding box gives us a very coarse bound on the
total kernel density. The two extremes are all points coincident with xq or all
points located at the furthest corner.

function C LASSIFY(xq )
fl , fu ← B OUND D ENSITY(T, t˜(p) , t˜(p) , xq )
if ( fl + fu ) /2 > t˜(p) then
return HIGH
else
return LOW

xq dmin
2
dmax
1
dmax
2

x0 >= 3

x0 < 3
Num Points: 70
range: (0,3), (0, 100)

Num Points: 30
range: (3,100), (0,100)

x1 < 20

x1 < 50

x1 >= 20

N1

x1 >= 50

dimensional data points. Starting from the root node, each node
defines a region of space and splits its region along one coordinate
among its children. Thus, in figure 3 each point x( j) ∈ X would be
( j)
assigned to one of the child nodes depending on whether x0 < 3.
Each non-leaf node in the tree has two child nodes while each leaf
node keeps track of the sample values contained inside. There are
many standard techniques for choosing the axis along which to split,
for tKDC we default to cycling through the dimensions in sequence,
one for each level of the tree, so that in the worst case each axis will
be considered regularly. In addition, we adapt some of the features
of multi-resolution k-d trees [18]: each node in our tree keeps track
of the number of points in its region as well as its bounding box.
Distance Bounds. The bounding box of a node is a conservative
estimate of the region of space occupied by the points belonging
to the node. In tKDC, this region is represented by a sequence
of minimum and maximum coordinate values ximin , ximax for the
points under a node and for each coordinate axis i. Given xq , since
the k-d tree tracks the number of points in a region as well as its
bounding box, we can compute upper and lower bounds on the
density contribution of an entire region of points [26]. For a region
containing a subset of points Xr , the total kernel density contribution
f (r) (xq ) is given as:

∑

xi ∈Xr

1
KH (xq − xi )
n

(5)

f (r) (xq ): is bounded by the smallest and largest distance vectors
dmax , dmin from xq to the bounding box of Xr .
|Xr |
|Xr |
KH (dmax ) ≤ f (r) (xq ) ≤
KH (dmin )
n
n

N2

(b) Iteration 2: dividing the root node into its two child nodes gives us
finer grained bounding boxes and a tighter final kernel density bound.

Figure 3: 2-dimensional k-d tree. Each node splits points along a
specific dimension, and keeps track of both a bounding box range
for the region it defines and the number of points contained within.

3.2

N1
N2
K(dmax
)+
K(dmax
)
1
2
N
N
N1
N2
fh =
K(0) +
K(dmin
)
2
N
N
fl =

Num Points: 100
range: (0,100), (0,100)

f (r) (xq ) =

N
K(dmax
)
0
N
N
fh = K(dmin
= 0)
0
N
fl =

(6)

Iterative Refinement

As seen in the previous section, each node in the k-d tree has a

Figure 4: Iterative k-d tree refinement: the total density contribution
from X is represented as a sum from disjoint subsets of X, each
belonging to a node of the k-d tree. As nodes are replaced with their
two children we get more and more precise estimates.
bounding box which constrains the density contribution from points
in its region. If the bounds are too coarse however, we need a way
to improve them. This can be done by replacing the bound obtained
from one node of the k-d tree with the bounds obtained from its
children: the same underlying data points are still being counted,
but now each point is constrained to a smaller region and we can
obtain a better bound. Figure 4 illustrates how the bounds can be
improved.
Starting with the root node, we can obtain a loose bound on the total density f (xq ): the minimum possible density contribution would
occur if all of the points were located at the furthest corner, with
kernel value K(dmax ), and similarly the maximum possible density
contribution would occur if all points were exactly xq , with kernel
value K(0). If we replace the root node with its two children, we are
left with two distinct subregions with N1 , N2 points in each. This
leads to bounds using the new minimum and maximum distance vectors from xq to points in the respective subregions: in particular no
point in the second region can contribute more than K(d2,min ). This
process is continued until the bounds are good enough (fulfilling
our pruning rules) or we have exhausted the k-d tree and evaluated
each leaf node’s contribution exactly.
To summarize, for a collection of k-d tree nodes that partition X
into disjoint subsets {Xi } with bounding boxes {Bi }, we can bound
the kernel density estimate f (xq ) with:
fl = ∑
i

|Xi |
KH (dmax (xq , Bi ))
n

fu = ∑
i

|Xi |
KH (dmin (xq , Bi )) (7)
n

Iteratively replacing nodes with their children provides incrementally refined bounds.

3.3

Pruning Rules

Tolerance.
Iteratively refining the bounds provided by a set
of k-d tree nodes gives us a sequence of more precise bounds:

fu

Algorithm 2 Approximate Density Estimation

fu

(p) (p)

(p)

(p)

tu

(p)

tl

tu

(p)

tl

fl

fl
Tolerance Rule

Threshold Rule

Figure 5: Pruning Rules: As the upper and lower bounds are refined, we can stop computation once the interval fl , fu for f (xq )
is confirmed to lie on one side of the threshold, or the interval is
narrower than εt (p)
(i)

(i)

{( fl (xq ), fu (xq ))}. The key to efficient computation in tKDC
is knowing when these bounds are good enough by checking them
against pruning rule predicates. One criteria, introduced in [26], is
to stop when the upper and lower bounds are within a fraction ε of
each other. This can result in savings when all nearby regions have
been precisely resolved and only very distant regions remain. Thus,
we use Equation 8 as one of our pruning rules, and refer to it as the
Tolerance Rule:


(i)
(i)
(p)
fu xq − fl xq < εtl
(8)
Threshold. Since we wish to classify rather than estimate densities,
we can go even further. Well before fu and fl are precise, we
will often know enough to make a classification: if fl is above the
threshold or fu is below, then no further computation is necessary
for classification. This realization is key to the performance gains
tKDC delivers. We encode this idea in Equation 9 and refer to these
predicates as the Threshold Rules:
(i)

fl

(p)

(i)

(p)

> tu (1 + ε) or fu < tl

(1 − ε)

(9)

The threshold rules are responsible for the vast majority of the
speedups made possible by tKDC. Furthermore, both the tolerance
and threshold rules allow us to confidently make classifications with
respect to t (p) ± εt (p) .
Figure 5 illustrates how the tolerance and threshold rules allow
tKDC to stop when it has enough information to make a classification. tKDC refines upper and lower bounds on the density until it
can apply one of the pruning rules, stopping when the bounds are
either clear of t (p) or within εt (p) of each other.

3.4

Bounding the Density

tKDC combines the k-d tree density bounds and threshold and
tolerance pruning rules by using a priority queue to control the
order in which we traverse the k-d tree. We would like to prioritize nodes with the highest potential for improving the total density
bound, so the queue prioritizes nodes with the largest discrepancy
nr (KH (dmin ) − KH (dmax )) where nr is the number of points contained in the node region and dmin , dmax are the smallest and largest
distances from xq to the node bounding box. In practice, for small
t (p) thresholds this prioritizes hitting the threshold rule as quickly
as possible.
Algorithm 2 presents our procedure for bounding the kernel density f (xq ). wmin , wmax here are functions which compute the minimum and maximum weight contribution for a node-region node
given its bounding box and the number of points inside, as in Equation 6 in Section 3.1. For now we assume that an oracle has provided
(p) (p)
upper and lower bounds tu ,tl on the threshold, the algorithm to
estimate t (p) will be explained in Section 3.5.
The bounds fl , fu provided by the BoundDensity procedure are
useful for two purposes as seen in Algorithm 1: they are used to

function B OUND D ENSITY(T,tl ,tu , x)
pq ← [T ]
. Node Priority Queue
fu ← wmin (x, T )
. Weight Bounds
fl ← wmax (x, T )
while pq not empty do
(p)
if fl > tu then
. Threshold Rule
break
(p)
if fu < tl then
break
(p)
if fu − fl < ε · tl then
. Tolerance Rule
break
curnode ← poll(pq)
fl ← fl − wmin (curnode)
fu ← fu − wmax (curnode)
if curnode is leaf then
fcur ← ∑xi ∈curnode 1n Kh (x − xi )
fl ← fl + fcur
fu ← fu + fcur
else
for child in children(curnode) do
fl ← fl + wmin (child)
fu ← fu + wmax (child)
pq ← add(pq, child)
return fl , fu
perform classification of query points xq and they are also used to
calculate bounds on t (p) . Intuitively, this is possible because the
fl , fu bounds are exact in classifying whether a density is outside of
(p) (p)
tl ,tu , and are precise to within εt (p) otherwise.
Using fl , fu for classification is fairly straightforward. As in


(p)
Algorithm 1, if 12 fl (xq ) + fu (xq ) > tu or 12 fl (xq ) + fu (xq ) <
(p)

tl then we can classify f (xq ) exactly. Otherwise, Algorithm 2
must have run until
rule, so fu − fl < εt (p) and
 it hit the tolerance
1
(p) of the true density f (x ).
f
(x
)
+
f
(x
)
will
be
within
εt
q
u
q
q
2 l
This is within the error tolerance allowed in our definition of the
approximate density classification problem.
In order to perform approximate density classification we also
need to bound t (p) to within ±εt (p) as defined in Problem 1. One
way to do this is to calculate fl , fu for all x ∈ X using the BoundDensity procedure. If f (xq ) is close to the threshold we will keep improving the bounds until we hitthe tolerance rule and fu − fl < εt (p) .
Thus, calculating quantiles on 12 ( fl (x) + fu (x)) : x ∈ X allows us
to estimate t (p) to within εt (p) as well.
Thus, the BoundDensity procedure allows us to obtain bounds on
both f (xq ) and t (p) accurate to εt (p) and good enough for approximate density classification. However, in order to run efficiently the
BoundDensity procedure relies on having coarse initial bounds on
t (p) .

3.5

Threshold Estimation

One way to estimate initial coarse bounds on t (p) is to calculate
the densities of a smaller random sample of points. The order statistics and thus quantiles of the smaller sample can provide bounds
on the quantiles of the larger dataset. Given a set of n real numbers
D, let Ds be a random sample of s of these numbers. Let d (i) be
(i)
the i-th order statistic (the i-th smallest number) of D and ds be
the i-th order static of Ds . Then, the binomial theorem gives us

Equation 10 [25].


u  
s i
(l)
(u)
(np)
Pr ds ≤ d
≤ ds
=∑
p (1 − p)s−i
i=l i

(10)

Algorithm 3 Bootstrapped Threshold Bound
function B OUND T HRESHOLD(X)
(p)
tl ← 0
. Threshold bounds
(p)

tu ← ∞
r ← r0
. Num training points
s ← s0
. Num query points
while r ≤ N do
Xr ← sample(X, r)
Xs ← sample(Xr , s)
Build kdtree on Xr
Recalculate bandwidth
(i) (i)
(p) (p)
{ fl , fu } ← B OUND D ENSITY(tl ,tu , Xs )



(i)
(i)
{d (i) } ← sorted
fl + fu /2 − |X1 | KH (0)
r
. Density estimates,
correcting for self-contribution
p
l ← sp − z(1−δ ) sp (1 − p)
p
u ← sp + z(1−δ ) sp (1 − p)

For large n the binomial bound is well approximated by a normal
distribution, so we can simplify the above equation:



!
√
√
Pr ds

sp−z1−δ

sp(1−p)

≤ d (np) ≤ ds

sp+z1−δ

sp(1−p)

≥ 1−δ

(11)
where the constant z p is the p-th quantile of the normal distribution. For an acceptable failure rate δ , this allows us to construct
1 − δ confidence intervals for d (p) by calculating densities on a
random subsample Xs of s random query points rather than all of the
points in X. Thus, the specified failure probability δ dictates how
large of a sample we must collect, thus influencing training time.
For instance, for s = 20000, δ = 0.01, p = 0.01, if we calculate
(i)
20000 densities
and sort them into

 d , then z0.99 = 2.576 so we
(164)
(0.01)
(236)
have: P d
≤t
≤d
≥ 0.99 and the 164th and 236th
densities provide a confidence interval for t (p)
However we are now left with a chicken and egg problem: in
order to efficiently estimate bounds on densities using Algorithm
2 we need upper and lower bounds on t (p) , but to obtain bounds
on t (p) we need to estimate densities for points in a subset Xs of
X. Calculating even a single exact density on a KDE trained on
X is expensive for large datasets. Instead, tKDC bootstraps itself
by iteratively training kernel density estimates on larger and larger
subsets of the data X, using quantile estimates on smaller subsets
of the training data to obtain bounds used in later iterations. Rather
than constructing the full KDE by adding up contributions from
each point in X, we can construct mini-KDEs trained on subsamples
of X. In other words, for a training subset Xr ⊆ X we can compute
kernel densities fXr using data just from this subset.

1
fXr (xq ) =
∑ KH xq − x
Nr x∈X
r
We do not assume that fXr will provide an accurate estimate of f
trained on the entire dataset, but the estimates provided by evaluating
fXr serve as starting points in our bootstrapping procedure.
Algorithm 3 outlines the procedure for estimating upper and lower
bounds for t (p) . We can start by evaluating KDE densities with small
Xr and use these to calculate initial coarse bounds for t (p) . Each
set of coarse bounds is used as a starting point for obtaining more
accurate bounds in the next iteration with a larger Xr .
(p) (p)
For example, if we have bounds tl ,tu calculated from a KDE
trained on Xr , then we can use we can use these bounds when
calculating densities for a KDE trained on X4r a subsample 4 times
the size of Xr . The BoundDensity routine returns density bounds
(p)
that have precision εtl for densities within the threshold bounds,
(p) (p)

so as long as enough of the new densities remain within the tl ,tu
bound we can use them to compute a new threshold bound. There
are no guarantees that the old bounds will continue to apply as we
increase Xr (in fact the bounds for small r can be off by orders of
magnitudes when translated to larger r), but we can check after
evaluating densities if the bounds were too high or low and repeat
the computation with more generous bounds by multiplicatively
scaling them back. In particular, if the order statistics required to
calculate the bounds in Equation (11) lie outside of the old threshold
bound then we do not have enough precision and must repeat our
calculation with more conservative bounds.
At the end of the threshold bounding routine (Algorithm 3), we

(p)

if d (u) > tu then
(p)
(p)
tu ← tu · hbacko f f
(p)

else if d (l) < tl
(p)
tl

. Invalid bound
. Invalid bound

then

(p)
← tl /hbacko f f

. Valid Bound

else
(p)
tu ← d (u) · hbu f f er
(p)

tl ← d (l) /hbu f f er
r ← max(r· hgrowth , N)


return d (l) , d (u)

will have calculated density bounds for s query points using a KDE
trained on the complete dataset X. This gives us enough accuracy to determine d (l) , d (u) the 1 − δ confidence bounds for t (p) to
within ε · t (p) . The initial sample sizes r0 , s0 do not affect the correctness of the algorithm, and r0 = 200, s0 = 20000 were found to
provide reasonably fast performance on our datasets. Similarly the
multiplicative factors hbacko f f , hbu f f er which control how quickly
we adjust bad threshold bounds and how much extra buffer we allow threshold bounds when moving to larger training samples, and
the training sample growth rate hgrowth , do not affect correctness.
hbacko f f = 4, hbu f f er = 1.5, hgrowth = 4 provide good performance
in practice.

3.6

Classification Accuracy

With all of the major components of tKDC introduced, we can
revisit Algorithm 1 to discuss the accuracy of its classifications. The
BoundDensity rountine is deterministic and calculates exact (up to
floating point precision) bounds on a density f (xq ). From the two
(p)

(p)

pruning rules, we know that either fl > tu or fu < tl and we can
precisely classify a point x or else f (x) is near the threshold and
(p)
fu − fl < εtl .
(p) (p)

Thus, assuming that tu ,tl are valid bounds for t (p) , then the
p-quantile of the densities Dx , q p (Dx ), is an estimate t˜(p) for t (p)
(p)

that is accurate to within εtl < εt (p) . Ignoring constant factors
of εt (p) , this means that the Classify routine correctly classifies all
points with densities more than εt (p) away from t (p) , and solves the
density classification problem (Problem 1) for t (p) .
(p) (p)
With probability 1 − δ , the initial probabilistic bounds tl ,tu
are valid on t (p) and we furthermore have correctly classified densities with respect to t (p) as defined in Equation 1. However, there is
a probability δ chance the bounds on t (p) are invalid, in which case

we have solved the density classification problem for an inaccurate
threshold t˜(p) . We can detect when this has occurred by counting
what fraction of the points in X had densities which were higher
than tu or lower than tl , and then repeat the threshold estimation
procedure to try and obtain a valid bound.

3.7

Optimizations

Two other algorithmic optimizations proved useful in implementing tKDC efficiently: a grid for caching known dense regions and a
custom k-d tree splitting rule.
(p)

Grid. Once a lower bound tl is known for the density threshold,
tKDC tries to prune out obvious inlier points before even beginning
a tree traversal. This can be done using a d-dimensional hypergrid
with grid dimensions equal to the bandwidth of the data. Before
evaluating any densities, a single pass through the datset allows us
to count how many points lie within each grid cell. Then, future
queries f (xq ) can first be checked against the count G(xq ) of points
sharing a grid cell with xq . If G(Xq )/N ·KH (ddiag ) where ddiag is the
length of the diagonal, then xq can be immediately classified above
the threshold. The size of the grid can be tuned though we have
found that setting the grid dimensions equal to the bandwidth works
well for low dimensions. The grid provides noticeable performance
improvements for small p thresholds and low dimensions but is not
as useful for large p. Due to its poor scaling with dimensionality,
we disable the grid for dimensions d > 4.
Equi-width Trees. k-d trees are usually constructed so that they
are balanced: splitting each set of points along the median of an
axis. However, this is not as efficient for tKDC and we have found
(10)
(90)
that splitting each node at 12 (xi + xi ) performs better, where
(p)

xi is the p-th percentile of the data points along the ith coordinate.
Since the Gaussian kernel falls off exponentially with distance it is
more important to quickly identify tightly constrained regions than
it is to identify regions with a roughly equal number of points inside.
Splitting the index along a midpoint rather than median is also used
in the formal runtime analysis in Appendix A.

3.8

Runtime Analysis

In this section, we analyze tKDC runtime as the size n of the
training set X grows, where X ∈ Rn×d is a d-dimensional dataset
drawn from a distribution D. Since each classification is performed
independently, we analyze the runtime cost of classifying a single
query point x ∈ Rd . We omit the cost of index construction (total
O(n log n) time) and estimating the threshold (number of queries
dependent on ε and δ ) in this analysis.
Theorem 1. For a query point x drawn from D, tKDC runs in
d−1
expected O(n d ) time when d > 1 and O(log(n)) when d = 1.
Theorem 1 gives a runtime bound on the tKDC classification procedure. In contrast, the naïve strategy takes O(n) time to compute
the density of a given point. Moreover, any approximation that evaluates kernels on neighbors within a fixed distance of the query point
(such as rkde) will also incur O(n) running time, since the number
of such points will be proportional to n. tKDC is asymptotically
faster than these algorithms with substantial gains for small d. We
provide more details in Appendix A and present a proof sketch here.
Recall that tKDC traverses a k-d tree index built over X, maintaining increasingly precise bounds on the query x’s true density. We
can analyze the behavior of this traversal in two cases: first, when
the bounds provided by the index ( fl , fu in Algorithm 2) are sufficiently precise to classify x, and, second, when the index bounds are
insufficient and tKDC must examine some individual points within

threshold
p(x)
far

near

far
x

Figure 6: Near and Far queries: Far queries can be evaluated using
only index lookups. Near queries are more expensive. The near
region shrinks for larger n.
the leaf nodes of the k-d tree. These correspond to points whose
densities are correspondingly far from (and easily distinguishable)
or near the density threshold.
Definition 1. A far query point is one which tKDC can classify
using only the bounds derived from the k-d tree index, while a near
query point is one which tKDC must evaluate one or more exact
kernel densities to classify.
For a given training dataset X, the possible far and near query
f ar
points fall into regions of space RX , Rnear
⊆ Rd . Figure 6 depicts
X
these regions for a one-dimensional dataset. The near and far regions
depend on the size n of the training data. In fact, larger training sets
f ar
yield larger far-regions RX . This is because adding more points to
the training set (and thus index) improves the index precision and
allows tKDC to classify more possible query points using just the
index. Conversely, larger training sets X have smaller near-regions.
Lemma 1. The probability
a query point x falling inside Rnear
is
X
 1
−
proportional to O n d
Lemma 1 states the above observation more precisely. Again, a
proof is deferred to Appendix A. Given this, we can derive a bound
on the expected runtime of a query.
Consider the average case for two training sets, one Xn of size n
and one X2n of size 2n from the same distribution D, with respective
near
near regions Rnear
Xn , RX2n . We can derive a recurrence relating the
runtime cost for these two training sets. On average, any query
points that were far for Xn are also far for X2n . That is, an index
traversal on the larger index over X2n will suffice to classify any
points that were far under Xn . On the other hand, the cost of evaluating the kernel for near points is O(n) as, in the worst case, tKDC
must evaluate the contribution from every point in the training set.
Even though near points are expensive to evaluate, the near region
1
shrinks for larger n. By Lemma 1 an O(n− d ) proportion of query
points will be near (requiring O(n) computation) and the remaining
far points have the same runtime cost under X2n as they did under
Xn . If we let Fn denote the expected runtime cost for Xn , and let
f ar
Fn , Fnnear be the costs of evaluating far and near points respectively
for training set Xn , then we can derive the recurrence:
 near
f ar
F2n ≤ Fn + Pr x ∈ Rnear
· F2n
Xn
 1
−d
≤ Fn + O n
· O(2n)
 d−1 
≤ Fn + O n d
By the master theorem [14], the runtime is then O(n
and O(log(n)) for d = 1.

d−1
d

) for d > 1

Name
tKDC
simple
sklearn
ks
rkde
nocut

Lang
Java
Java
Cython
C
Java
Java

Description
Density classification w/ pruning
NaÏve algorithm, iterates through every point
K-d tree approximation algorithm [26]
Binning approximation algorithm [56]
Contribution from only nearby points [47]
tKDC with the threshold rule and grid disabled

Table 2: Algorithms used in evaluation

4.

EVALUATION

In this section, we empirically evaluate tKDC’s performance,
accuracy, and scalability via a combination of synthetic and real
world datasets. We focus on the following questions:

Name
gauss

d
2

n
100M

tmy3

8

1.82M

home

10

929k

hep

27

10.5M

sift

128

11.2M

mnist

784

70k

shuttle

9

43.5k

1. Does tKDC improve throughput? (§ 4.2)

Description
Multivariate Gaussian with zero mean and unit
covariance
Hourly energy load profiles for US reference
buildings [39]
Home Gas Sensor measurements from the
UCI repository [28, 34]
High Energy Particle collision signatures from
the UCI repository [34]
SIFT computer vision image features extracted from Caltech-256 [34]
28x28 images of handwritten digits [32], reduced to smaller dimensions via PCA
Space shuttle flight sensors from the UCI
repository [34]

Table 3: Datasets used in evaluation

2. Is tKDC accurate in classifying densities? (§ 4.3)
3. Does tKDC scale with dataset size and dimension? (§ 4.4)
4. How does each optimization in tKDC contribute? (§ 4.5)
Our results show that tKDC achieves up to 1000x speedups over
other accurate approaches on our datasets and has excellent classification accuracy throughout. Notably, the cost of a single query
scales sublinearly with dataset size as expected from the runtime
analysis in Section 3.8, and tKDC remains faster than competing
approaches across different dimensions and threshold values. Each
optimization in tKDC plays an important role and the threshold
pruning rule is especially valuable for efficient classification.

4.1

Setup

Environment. We implement tKDC in Java,1 processing singlethreaded memory-resident data. tKDC uses the Apache Commons
FastMath library for expensive floating point operations such as
exponentiation. We run experiments on a server with four Intel Xeon
E5-4657L 2.40GHz CPUs containing 12 cores per CPU and 1TB of
RAM. We measure throughput using wall-clock runtime including
both training and query time. To isolate algorithmic runtime from
data loading, we omit the time needed to load data from disk.
Unless otherwise stated, we measure both the time taken to train
tKDC on a dataset by constructing a k-d tree and then estimating
t (p) as well as the time taken to score queries from the same dataset.
Thus, we measure throughput by amortizing the training time across
the time taken to classify each point in a dataset. This is the effective
throughput for performing tasks such as outlier detection using
tKDC. When tKDC is used for other use cases with additional query
points not in the training dataset, the training cost remains fixed and
the performance should be even better.
Alternative Algorithms. We are unaware of alternative algorithms
that specifically solve the density classification task for KDE. Thus
we focus on comparing tKDC with two leading kernel density estimation implementations and three of our own baselines. These are
summarized in Table 2. Scikit-learn [40] (sklearn) contains an implementation of KDE in cython (a wrapper for Python C-extensions)
also based on k-d trees and the approximation techniques in [26],
while the Kernel Smoothing “ks” R package [20] is written in C and
implements an approximate KDE algorithm based on binning techniques in [55]. Scikit-learn KDE was run with default settings and
ε = 0.1 relative error, and ks was run with default settings and binning enabled. Since ks and sklearn have their core routines written
in C or C-like (cython) code, standard language benchmarks suggest
that a Java implementation will be about a factor of two slower.
1 Source

code available at https://github.com/stanford-futuredata/tkdc

Thus, any performance advantages in our Java implementations will
be a conservative measure of the algorithmic speedups in tKDC.
Furthermore, the “nocut” baseline we implemented reproduces the
optimizations in sklearn and [26] and is usually around 2x slower
than the scikit-learn implementation.
We were unable to find many other implementations of KDE
which supported n > 2 dimensions. For example, Spark ml-lib and
Weka only support one-dimensional KDE. The ks library also only
supports up to 4 dimensions with binning. Thus, as a baseline, we
also benchmark against three of our own baselines implemented in
Java. First, we implemented a naïve KDE (denoted “simple”) where
each kernel density is evaluated and summed explicitly. We also
run tests against a version of tKDC with the threshold rule and grid
disabled, but the tolerance rule still enabled with ε = 0.01. This
baseline (called “nocut”) emulates the functionality of the scikitlearn algorithm.
Finally, we implement an algorithm that performs a range query
around the query point using same k-d tree as tKDC [47] to find
all points within a certain radius of the query point, and then add
up the kernel contributions from only those nearby points. We call
this algorithm “rkde” for radial KDE, with radius set by default to
the smallest possible radius with guaranteed error ε = 0.01t based
on the points excluded. The radius is thus set conservatively for
most of our experiments, and we show in Figure 13 in Appendix B
that even for very small distances r the same trends hold. We run
all algorithms with the same bandwidth selection rule described in
Section 2.
Datasets. Our experimental analysis makes use of seven datasets
with varying size n and dimensionality d. We list the datasets in
Table 3. Unless other stated we run queries over complete datasets,
but ignore columns with more than 50% missing values in the tmy3
dataset.

4.2

End-to-End Throughput

In Figure 7, we compare the classification throughput including
training time of tKDC with other algorithms on our datasets with at
least 50k points. Here, we reduce mnist to 64 and 256 dimensions
via PCA, and sift 64 dimensions by taking the first 64 features.
tKDC is at least 1000x faster than all implementations besides ks
on low dimensional datasets (d < 10). ks is even faster in two
dimensions but its binning efficiency falls off exponentially with
dimension. In fact, the library only supports d ≤ 4, so we were
unable to benchmark it on higher dimensional datasets. Furthermore,
ks does not provide accuracy guarantees, as seen in Section 4.3. In
contrast, the other baselines can provide moderate speedups over the
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Figure 7: Throughput Comparison: tKDC exhibits significant speedups across a range of datasets and is only outperformed by ks in 2
dimensions. ks is effective in low dimensions but does not scale. tKDC does not perform as well on the 256-dimensional mnist dataset. ks
omitted when the dimensionality (d > 4) is higher than the library supports.

Classification Accuracy

One of the primary benefits of using kernel density estimates is
that, at scale, they are guaranteed to converge to the true probability
distribution. tKDC allows for some error εt (p) in its classifications,
so in this section we examine how well tKDC preserves the behavior
of calculating an exact kernel density estimate and then classifying
points based on their true kernel density. As ground truth, we
compute exact kernel densities using scikit-learn on 50k rows of the
tmy3 and home datasets, and all 43500 rows of the shuttle dataset.
With p = 0.01, we classify points based on whether the ground truth
density was below t (p) . Similarly, we evaluate tKDC, ks, and sklearn
by estimating densities for each point in the dataset, estimating
t (p) using these densities, and classifying the points accordingly.
Since p = 0.01, the classification problem identifies points under
the threshold. Figure 8 presents the F-1 classification score for
each of the algorithms. As expected from using an ε = 0.01 error
parameter, tKDC has nearly perfect accuracy, only making incorrect
classification for points within εt of the threshold. ks accuracy
degrades considerably in 4-dimensions due to its coarse bin size.

4.4

Scalability

A naïve KDE can produce precise density estimates and has
relatively few performance sensitive parameters. However, its major
weakness is that its single query runtime increases linearly (O(n))
with dataset size: queries that are instantaneous on 10k data points
become unwieldy at 100M. Thus in this section we show how tKDC
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naïve algorithm, especially in 2-dimensions, but also do not scale
on the hep, mnist, and sift datasets.
However, tKDC does not perform as well on the 256-dimensional
mnist dataset, and we believe this is because the dataset size is not
large enough to allow tKDC to effectively prune query points in such
high dimensions. Figure 14 in Appendix B illustrates the behavior
for other mnist dimensions; for our target dataset sizes (up to 10M),
we have observed that tKDC does not provide meaningful speedups
on most datasets with more than 100 dimensions.
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Figure 8: Classification Accuracy Evaluation. tKDC consistently
provides high classification accuracy with guaranteed ε = 0.01. Due
to its use of bins, ks has consistently worse accuracy that degrades
sharply with dimension.
scales well over dataset size, data dimensionality, and configuration
settings such as p.
Figure 9 describes throughput (excluding training time) for classifying query points on datasets of different sizes, in this case all
subsets of the 2-d gauss dataset. We did not include ks here since
its query throughput is independent of the training set size. tKDC
achieves asymptotically better throughput as n increases as sug-
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Figure 10: Scalability over dataset size on a higher-dimensional
dataset. tKDC remains asymptotically faster than O(n) algorithms,
though the difference in 27 dimensions is less pronounced than in
d = 2.
d−1
d

gested by the O(n ) runtime bound derived in Section 3.8. In fact,
1
the measured throughput exceeds the O(n− 2 ) bound for d = 2. The
other algorithms appear to have O(n−1 ) throughput scaling. Figure 10 repeats this experiment on the higher dimensional (27) hep
d−1
dataset. Since tKDC scales as O(n d ) for d = 27 the asymptotic
speedup is not as dramatic, but tKDC still performs better than our
conservative runtime bound would expect and its advantage over
naïve algorithms improves as n increases.
Figure 11 describes how tKDC scales with dimensionality for different subsets of the hep dataset. The runtime of the naïve algorithm
is nearly independent of dimensionality, but all other approaches
benchmarked have worse performance in higher dimensions. tKDC
retains at least an order of magnitude of speedup across different
dimensions over other algorithms. Figure 14 in Appendix B illustrates the results on the mnist dataset up to 768 dimensions. tKDC
is competitive for these dimensions, but does not provide significant
speedups past d > 100.
In addition to dataset properties, tKDC performance also varies
with the quantile threshold parameter p which defines t (p) . Figure 15
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Figure 12: Cumulative Factor Analysis on 500k rows of a 4-d
tmy3 dataset. Adding optimizations one a time shows that each
optimization brings us closer to our final throughput, and reduces
the amount of kernel evaluations necessary for classification.
in Appendix B shows how the performance varies with p: tKDC
throughput is highest for very low and very high thresholds with
few neighboring points.

4.5

Performance Factor Analysis

A variety of optimizations contribute to the speedups provided by
tKDC. To understand these, we can consider the following components of tKDC individually: the tolerance pruning rule (Section 3.3),
the threshold pruning rules (Section 3.3), trimmed midpoint tree
construction (Section 3.7), and the grid cache (Section 3.7). We will
denote these components tolerance, threshold, equiwidth, and grid,
respectively.
Figure 12 illustrates the cumulative impact of introducing these
optimizations sequentially to a baseline algorithm which traverses
the k-d tree and accumulates all individual kernel densities. We
measure both throughput and the number of kernel evaluations per
point, but exclude training time in this figure. The initial baseline
has worse throughput than a simple loop over all datapoints since
it incurs the overhead of tree traversal. However, with all optimizations enabled, tKDC can make classifications using on average 55
kernel evaluations for each query, out of 500k possible training data
points. The threshold pruning rule is responsible for the bulk of the
order-of-magnitude speedups, and each optimization contributes an
incremental improvement to the runtime.
A lesion analysis is given in Figure 16 in Appendix B which
illustrates the effect of removing each optimization individually

from the complete tKDC implementation: this further shows that no
optimization is redundant.

5.

RELATED WORK

Classification. Classification is a core topic in fields including
statistics, machine learning, and data mining. In particular, the
literature contains a wealth of methods for anomaly detection and
outlier detection [11, 12], including k-nearest neighbors [43], local
outlier factor [8], and DBSCAN [22]. In this paper, we examine
classification via kernel density estimation, an unsupervised (i.e.,
label-free) statistical method for anomaly detection that can be used
to identify data that occur in particular probability regions of a
stochastic model; KDE in particular is a non-parametric statistical
model in that the model structure is not defined in advance but is
instead determined from given data [12].
We focus on KDE for two reasons: first, its non-parametric behavior, and, second, its statistically interpretable outputs, which are
commonly used in domain science.
First, since the 1980s, KDE has been the de facto method in
statistics to infer a continuous distribution from a set of discrete
points [51, 60]; Since KDE is non-parametric, it is able to recover
a model without making assumptions about the data. In contrast,
parametric unsupervised models such as Gaussian mixture models
require the user to manually configure the number of components, a
potentially brittle process that can lead to incorrect results [36].
Second, KDE is statistically interpretable: it outputs actual probability densities that are useful in scientific domains including statistical physics and numerical analysis [15]. With probability densities,
one can not only make classifications but reason about the likelihood
of the classified points. As described in Section 2.1, KDE-based
density classification has applications in the visualization of spatial datasets [16, 17, 29], ecology [38, 42], and earth science [5].
Probability density level sets have been used to construct statistical
confidence intervals [33] and also perform various forms of outlier detection [4, 19, 49]. In contrast, the outputs of detection and
classification methods that are not statistically interpretable (e.g.
dbscan, local outlier factor) cannot directly be used in these analyses. Reflecting the popularity of density classification, software
packages such as Seaborn [57] and ks [20] implement functionality
specifically for visualizing kernel density contours.
Given the utility of this combination of non-parametric behavior
(i.e., knob free) and statistical interpretability, we seek to improve
KDE’s computational overhead, thus improving the performance
and scalability of the use cases represented by the above applications
and existing packages. For other use cases that do not demand
statistical interpretability or have labeled data available, parametric
and/or supervised outlier detection techniques may be preferable.
Density Estimation. As a core statistical primitive, density classification is the subject of considerable mathematical analysis [9, 54].
In particular, [10] studied the effectiveness of using kernel density
estimates to identify level-sets and quantile level-sets, although this
line of work did not improve on the computational complexity of
computing these quantities. The task of density classification is
also closely related to the support estimation problem in machine
learning [48], which can be solved using one-class Support Vector
Machines (SVMs). However, one-class SVMs require O(n3 ) training time naïvely and O(n2.5 ) using accelerated methods [48]. Thus,
training a one-class SVMs is even slower than evaluating KDE,
which we study in this work; extending tKDC-style optimizations
to one-class SVMs is an interesting opportunity for future work.
KDE is best suited for datasets of modest dimension [35, 51, 55].
In many of our motivating use cases, domain experts (or automated

routines) often leverage a relatively small number of dimensions
(cf. [3, 21, 59]). High-dimensional datasets suffer from the “curse of
dimensionality” [13] where, in high-dimensional spaces, the distinction between nearby and far-away points becomes less pronounced,
blurring the distinction between low and high density regions. For
high-dimensional datasets (hundreds or thousands of dimensions),
we expect users can use tKDC in conjunction with dimensionality
reduction methods such as PCA [30] and sketch-based methods such
as Locality Sensitive Hashing [2].
Fast Kernel Density Estimation. As a powerful distribution estimator, KDE is the subject of study both in statistics [55] and,
recently, databases [60]. To illustrate similarities and differences
with tKDC, we divide existing research in fast KDE computation,
into two classes: algorithms that rely primarily on data transformations such as FFT and the Fast Gauss Transform, and algorithms
that rely primarily on spatially grouping the data.
In the former class, methods based on grids and binning (such as
“ks”) can take advantage of FFT for very high performance [20, 51,
55]. However, many of these techniques do not provide accuracy
guarantees and require building indices that scale exponentially with
dimension. Other methods based on the Gauss transform provide
better accuracy bounds [45, 58], but can require delicate parameter
tuning [37] and also usually also scale exponentially poorly with
dimension. [37] tries to address these issues but does not provide
consistently better performance than simple tree-based methods in
its evaluation.
In the latter class of fast KDE methods, other techniques rely
on grouping points into clusters for faster evaluation [31, 60]. In
particular, [60] builds an index with guarantees on accuracy: specifically, [60] allows a fixed additive error threshold ε as opposed to
a threshold or data-point dependent bound. Other efforts leverage
k-d and ball trees to derive density bounds [18, 26]. As described in
Section 3, tKDC builds directly upon these techniques, whose data
structures scale well to larger dimensions and provide good accuracy
guarantees. However, existing k-d tree based KDE implementations
focus on making density estimates, not classifications, and so are
unable to take advantage of the cutoff threshold t (p) that is fundamental to tKDC’s performance. In our evaluation, we achieve orders
of magnitude speedups compared with these methods. tKDC does
not make use of “dual-tree” techniques for grouping both query and
training points [26] and integrating these with our pruning rules is a
promising direction of future work.

6.

CONCLUSION

Density classification is a recurring task in data analytics, and we
introduce tKDC, which performs density classification via Kernel
Density Estimation. tKDC makes use of pruning rules to classify
point probability densities according to a quantile threshold while
maintaining accuracy guarantees. This brings the runtime cost of
d−1
evaluating a single density down to O(n d ), allowing tKDC to scale
to a variety of dataset sizes and dimensionalities and offer orders of
magnitude higher throughput over alternative methods.
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APPENDIX
A.

RUNTIME ANALYSIS

In this section, we provide a formal exposition of the runtime
analysis given in Section 3.8. Recall that we have a training dataset
X ∈ Rn×d with n points and d dimensions, sampled from an underlying distribution D. Here, we consider a single threshold t = tu = tl

proportional to O

is

1
n− d

Proof. We show how the precision provided by the k-d tree index
density bounds improves (expanding the far region) as we add more
points to the training set X. Note that tKDC may or may not make
full use of the index before it selectively evaluates leaf nodes that
may have a bigger impact on improving the upper and lower bounds,
however this makes tKDC more efficient than an algorithm which
strictly evaluates all index nodes before resolving any individual
point contributions. By bounding the behavior of this more strict
algorithm, we can conservatively bound the runtime of tKDC.
Let In denote the index on a training set of n points. If we double
the number of points, each leaf in I2n will become a parent node with
two children, split along the trimmed midpoint in one dimension.
After we double d times, each leaf in I2d n spans half the range as its
corresponding parent leaf in In along each dimension. By Taylor’s
theorem, for large n we can show that the precision ∆n provided by
these kernel density bounding box estimates for In is proportional
to the maximum width w of the boxes [27]. Thus ∆2d n ≈ 12 ∆n so
∆n = O(n−1/d )
Any query point x with density p(x) far enough from the threshold
t can be classified using only the index and is thus a “far” point in
our previous nomenclature. More precisely, when |p(x) − t| > ∆n
then an index In is sufficiently precise to classify the point without
traversing leaf nodes. Thus, the “near” region is Rnear
Xn = {x : |p(x) −
t| ≤ ∆n }.
Now, let q be the cumulative distribution function of the densities
p(x) for x ∼ X, i.e. q(y) = Pr[p(x) < y]. Then, by Taylor’s theorem
as n grows and ∆n shrinks, the derivative q0 (y) gives us a measure of
how many points x have densities close to p(x), where 2q0 (t)dt ≈
Pr[t − dt < p(x) < t + dt]. Letting dt = ∆n we then have:


1
0
0
d
Pr[x ∈ Rnear
Xn ] ≈ 2q (t)∆n = O q (t)n

Now we have proven Lemma 1, and we can solve a more precise
version of the recurrence in Section 3.8.


d−1
F2n ≤ Fn + O q0 (t)n d
When

d−1
d

> log2 (1), we can use case 3 of the master theorem [14]
d−1

to show that Fn = O(q0 (t)n d ) when d > 1. Otherwise, when d = 1
and d−1
d = 0, we can use case 2 of the master theorem to show that
Fn = O(q0 (t) log(n)).
Note that this more precise runtime expression (which encodes
not just the dependence on n but also on t) shows that the runtime
is proportional to q0 (t) the density of points near the threshold t, so
we can compare with Figure 15 to see how the throughput decreases
for larger thresholds with more “nearby” points than small tail
thresholds.

B.

ADDITIONAL EVALUATION

Figure 13 illustrates how the performance of the rkde algorithms
depends on the radius threshold of nearby points considered. A
smaller thresholds means more points can be pruned out from consideration when performing a range query, but also means that the
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Figure 13: Scalability with radius threshold for rkde algorithm.
Smaller radiuses allow for better performance at the cost of worse
accuracy, but is still orders of magnitude slower than tKDC.
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and a tolerance of ε = 0, with no grid optimizations. This corresponds to tKDC with only the cutoff rule enabled. Even with only
the cutoff rule—which is responsible for most of our speedup—
tKDC has asymptotically improved performance.
We will start by establishing Lemma 1:
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Figure 14: Scalability over data dimensionality on the mnist dataset.
tKDC does not perform as well on small, high dimensional datasets,
but remains competitive with other approaches.
resulting density estimate will be more inaccurate. In the plot, the
radius is the distance threshold for pruning far-away points after
scaling by the bandwidth, and in this test for r ≤ 1.2 the error in the
densities is on the order of the threshold t, so the results are highly
unreliable for small r. In any case, rkde is unable to match tKDC’s
throughput while preserving any accuracy.
Figure 14 presents an additional benchmark evaluating tKDC’s
performance on higher dimensional data, in this case the mnist
dataset with up to 768 dimensions. For d ≤ 256 we used a PCA
to reduce the dimensionality since many of the pixels in mnist are
almost always 0, while for d = 768 the native dimension we use the
raw dataset. For d ≤ 256 we also scale the bandwidth by 3× the
standard Scott’s rule bandwidth to ameliorate underflow issues in
this dataset, and for d = 768 use a bandwidth of b = 1000. For this
relatively small n = 70k dataset, tKDC scales relatively poorly with
dimension since it’s asymptotic advantage with n does not have a
chance to kick in in higher dimensions, however it never degrades
to the point where it is worse than a naïve computation.
Figure 15 illustrates how the performance of tKDC running with
ε = 0.1 degrades for higher p, but remains better than sklearn, ks,
and other baseline approaches. The pruning rules are more effective
when there are relatively few query points near the threshold at
very low and very high values. The relationship here is made more
explicit in the runtime analysis in Appendix A, where we show that
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Figure 15: Throughput for different quantile boundaries: Performance is best for very low and very high thresholds, but remains an
order of magnitude faster than sklearn and naïve methods which do
not depend on p.
the runtime is proportional to the relative density of points near the
threshold.
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Figure 16: Lesion Analysis on 500k rows of a 4-d tmy3 dataset.
Removing a single optimization at a time shows that no optimization
is redundant.
Figure 16 shows the effect of removing each of our optimizations
individually from the complete tKDC implementation. Compared
to the complete suite, removing each optimization has an impact on
the throughput, illustrating the contribution of each. Removing the
threshold pruning rule in particular erases nearly all of the gains: it
is the foundation of the performance improvements in tKDC.

